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NEXT MEETING 
Wednesday, Oct. 26, 2011 - 6:30 pm 
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall  
318 Keary St., New Westminster 

Main Event:
John Nelson, a forester, will be present-
ing a talk on wood. 

Tech Talk Table: 
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your 
technical questions.

Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier will moderate a cri-
tique of your pieces.

Focus on Fundementals: Gerry Vickers Q&A for beginners.

October Food Suppliers: 
Keith Still, Chris Stiles, Larry Sunnus, 
David Sweet, Allan Symonds, Teruo Tajima

November Food Suppliers: 
Harry Taylor, Bill Thomas, Dan Thorn, Patri-
cia Thorn, Jim Tilley, Dell Valair

President’s Column - Kerry Deane-Cloutier
Fall has definitely arrived.  The rains have returned after their short 

absence, and darkness is closing in earlier each week.  If you have not 
renewed your membership yet, remember to do so by the October meet-
ing.  At that point we will be taking the membership list to the engraver 
and getting our spiffy new name tags done up, complete with rare earth 
magnet attachment!  Be the envy of the less well organized and make 
sure you have yours.

As I have done for the last several President’s columns, I want to 
highlight a page http://www.gvwg.ca/_fundamentals.html on the GVWG.ca 
website.  This page contains a description of various gouges we use in 
woodturning, and also has links to video clips showing their use.  This is 
a great resource for both beginning turners and those with more exper-
ience who could nonetheless use a refresher from time to time on 
proper tool use.  This section is the result of a considerable amount of 
work by our Focus on Fundamentals coordinator, Murray MacKinnon, 
and I recommend you check it out.

Another upcoming event that you will want to check out is the Satur-
day, November 12 demonstration by Mark Gardner, with Sunday class.  
This is not a demo to miss, as those of you at the September meeting 
will have realized.

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.  Remember, the presi-
dent’s challenge is “fall, falling, fallen”.
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continued on page 6

Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

The following ad was distributed recently to all members of the GVWG:
“My name is Bill Suckling. I live in Blind Bay (Shuswap Lake) and for many years have been 

an active wood turner.   Over the years I have developed an aversion to fine dust probably due 
in part to lack of long term dust control in the shop.  Five years ago I invested in and re did my 
shop, with dust control. This made a huge difference to the air quality.  Unfortunately for me it is 
not enough, 'too little, too late' as they say, as each time I do a little work even with a mask the dust 
seems to aggravate the breathing.  Consequently, following a 1-year “no shop” trial, then recently, 
a short retrial in the shop, I reaffirmed the outcome.   I am faced with selling my wood turning 
equipment along with several other high dust generators in the shop and to down size.”

This note caught my attention, and I hope many others as well.  It is far too easy to say, I don’t do enough 
work to warrant a full dust collection system, I will be careful and I will make sure I do all my sanding out-
doors, or I will leave the door open when I am sanding.  For all those woodworkers with this approach, I 
recommend you take time to visit the extensive Bill Pentz site at http://billpentz.com/woodworking/cyclone/
Introduction.cfm .  Please, for your own benefit, or for consideration of your family, read at least the full Intro-
duction section.  Then, if you have learned anything you can take all the time in the world to look at some or 
all the rest of Bill’s research.  The point is that we all want to become old wood turners! 

Other resources for complete systems or components can be found at:
http://www.clearvuecyclones.com/
http://jdstools.com/3hpcyclone.aspx
http://www.feldercanada.com/html/oneida/gorilla.html
There are many online woodworking forums that discuss dust collection, but my experience is that most 

participants are describing short cuts they have taken to save money – at the risk of their health?
In providing full disclosure, I have to say I am a fan of Bill Pentz and this year I installed a complete Clear-

Vue Cyclone system.  When I visited with Harvey Fein at his New York shop this summer I learned how 
to improve on my system.  http://www.harveyfein.net/fein_woods/Shop/index.html   In his New York shop, 
which is a separate location from the home studio shown on his web site, his dust vent over his Stubby 1000 
is comprised of a 6” expandable aluminum pipe (similar to vent piping for a dryer) that extends down from 
the ceiling over the top of his lathe bed.

I have now removed my old 
stand, dust hood and piping so 
there is no restriction of access 
from the back side of the lathe.  
As Harvey explains, the fine 
dust flows up not down.  If the 
exhaust is above your work area 
and is drawing through 6” piping 
there is little resistance to slow 
the maximum draw produced by 
the cyclone.
Finally, I refer you to a summary
from Bill’s material;

“The accumulation of fine wood 
dust in our airways and lungs
creates long term problems
similar to asbestos and fiberglass
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FOF notes – Video clips FOF resource on website 
Murray Mackinnon 

To help beginning turners learn more about basic tool operations, the executive of the Guild decided to 
create web pages with links to brief video clips of these operations, since a video clip illustrating the 3D ac-
tion of a tool is superior to words, or diagrams, which are inherently 2D and can often be ambiguous. The 
pages are accessed from the heading Fundamentals on the left hand column menu of the home page. They 
are organized in terms of the main tools (e.g. spindle detail gouge) and within each tool the major types 
of usages (e.g. cutting beads) are considered, along with sharpening of the tool.  As well there are some 
clips showing remedies for commonly occurring problems and also some projects that serve as beginning 
exercises and summaries. 

The videos have been selected primarily on the basis of clearly showing the trajectory of the tool. Just as 
with a textbook, no one video clip covers all aspects of a topic, and those on the internet are no exception. 
In order to get around this and to allow for link web page outages at the same time, some duplicity has 
been introduced. If your favourite clip of a basic tool operation has not been included, then please let the 
coordinator of Focus on Fundamentals know and we will include it over time. 

To venture beyond these clips, the Guild has for hire, a collection of DVDs by professional turning educa-
tors such as Eli Avisera, Mike Darlow, Alan Lacer, and Mike Mahoney. 

inhalation.  A buildup of these fibers in our nose,
sinus, throat, and lung tissue over time causes
damage where our airways slowly close down
from being filled with fibers and scar tissue. 
That makes sense because trees get much of 
their strength from silica better known as glass, 
plus wood is made up of the same kinds of 
fibers that cause these other problems.  
The medical research is clear.  There is no 
safe level of wood dust exposure because 
every fine wood dust exposure creates some 
measurable damage and some of this damage 
becomes permanent.

Like smoking, the changes are so slow most 
do not realize they are developing a problem 
until they become seriously ill.  The insurance 
and medical research data show that most 
woodworkers will go ten or more years before 
becoming aware of any ill effects.”

Don’t you be another one who has left it too late!

Roughing Gouge Skew  Spindle Gouge  Parting Tool  Bowl Gouge 

Peter’s Workshop
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Mark Gardner
Guest Demonstrator Instructor
November 12 & 13, 2011

Here is what I’ll be demonstrating on November 12 at Sapperton hall in New Westminster.
1. Turn hollow forms without the hollowing.  Cut it in half.

Hollow forms turned through a small opening 
were always a challenge for me to turn.  In this 
demo I’ll show how I make hollow forms, using 
green wood, much like you make lidded boxes, 
only I’ll glue the lid back on.  Not only is there less 
risk of turning through the side of your vessel but 
it is also easier to gauge the wall thickness as 
well as remove the shavings from the inside.  I’ll 
focus on techniques for making a precise joint 
to help insure that the piece stays together as 
it dries.  Time will be spent demonstrating vari-
ous ways to then hide the seam in your vessel.  
This vessel will also have handles.

2. Surface embellishment for your turnings.
I will demonstrate all the various techniques and methods I use for embellishing my 
work.  I’ll start by showing how I layout geometric patterns on my turned vessels.  
Some of the techniques I’ll cover include, carving with hand and power tools, en-
graving, and even some textures done on the lathe.  I’ll show how I use milk paints 
and dyes to enhance the carved patterns and lastly how I sharpen my carving tools 
using a simple homemade MDF strop.

3. Turn a square bowl using three different axes.
In this demo I will illustrate my own take on the idea of 
a square bowl.  Not only will I use three different axes to 
turn this bowl but I will also hold the bowl on the lathe 
using 2x4s, masking tape, hot glue and drywall screws.  
This demo will help to illustrate my approach to turning 
and the use of the lathe as a tool for shaping wood, not 
just for making it round.

For the class the following day, Sunday, November 13, I’ll 
teach the hollow turning techniques I used in demo #1.  Stu-
dents should have a blank of green wood, preferably maple 
or similar roughly 3”x 3”x 6” with the grain running with the 
long dimension.

Tools needed include:
roughing gouge 
3/8” spindle gouge 
1/2” bowl gouge 
parting tool 
hollowing tool (1/2 straight similar to what John Jordan makes)

Please contact Peter McLaren mclaren47@shaw.ca  if you wish to reserve space in Mark’s Class.  Pay your 
$160 fee to the Treasurer.  We need to know well ahead of time how many students will be participating.

The Demo costs $30 and will run form 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM on Nov. 12th. 
Other photos of Mark’s work may be seen at: http://markgardnerstudio.com/section/51472_Woodturning.html
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Metal Spinning with Dennis Shinn
Ed Pretty

For the first meeting of the year I had hoped to 
have something a bit different from what we are 
used to.  Metal spinning is something that is related 
to woodturning in that the end product is something 
that is formed to a shape on a lathe using tools that 
look very much like wood turning tools, yet had that 
slight deviation from the norm I was looking for.

It is difficult to find someone who is capable 
in metal spinning, even though it is the same as 
woodturning, only different.  Through a connec-
tion provided by Bruce Campbell, I was able to get 
hold of Dennis Shinn of the Northwest Washington 
Woodturners (that’s a lot of “W’s”) centered in Mount 
Vernon, Washington.  Dennis is a retired architect 
whose shop existed originally to provide whatever 
he needed to remodel their present home in Clear 
Lake, Washington.  Dennis was intrigued by the idea 
of using rain cup chains to drain the gutters.  Rain 
cups are a chain of inverted cups where the water 
tumbles from one to another externally rather than 
flowing through a pipe.  Metal spinning was the way 
to go for such a project.  He decided, however, that 
28 downspouts times the 40 - 50 rain cups per spout 
was probably biting off more than he could chew 
for a first project, but he saw possibilities for other 
projects and the seed had been sewn.

Not long after, he took a private lesson in the craft 
and began making his own tools.  Dennis explained 
that the tools were made from regular mild steel 
rather than harder tool steel.  The forming tools are 
polished with various shapes to provide different 
functions.  Most tools are quite similar in appear-
ance, however, there were two that were distinctly 
different.  One was a tool for rolling a bead which 
consisted of a small grooved wheel mounted on 
the end of a rod for rolling the edge of a project to 
a finish bead.  There was also a cutting tool very 
much like our parting tools used for cutting off waste 
and trimming edges.  He had one particular tool that 
was the workhorse of the lot.  It had a “forming” side 
and a “planishing” side.  The forming side is self 
explanatory and performs the same duties as we 
would expect with a gouge.  The planishing side is 
for flattening the tool marks left from the forming pro-
cess.  Actually, used in the same way we would use 
a scraper to refine a form and removing tools marks.

The key piece of equipment that makes it possible 
to apply the pressures needed to form the metal is 
the tool rest.  The tool rest looks similar to a regular 

tool rest except it has a row of holes to accept a 
metal pin which is the fulcrum for levering the tools 
against the work.  The tool rest typically stays in one 
position but the pin is moved forward in the series of 
holes as the work progresses.

Dennis and his wife Robbie had arrived at our 
house super early to avoid border and traffic issues.  
When we were touring my shop he decided to see 
if his rest would fit in the Oneway banjo.  Horrors!  
No tool rest!  Having been in his shoes in one way 
or another on occasion, I understood the panic that 
he must be experiencing.  Being that it’s a relatively 
simple apparatus and that I seem to have almost as 
much steel as turning wood on hand, I was confident 
that between the two of us we would be able to build 
what he needed.

“Just in time inventory” was an understatement.  
We were barely able to clean up in time for dinner 
before scooting off to the meeting.

Using a power point presentation and actual 
finished projects, he showed the variety of ways in 
which spun metal pieces could be used.  Several 
were complex enough that two pieces were used 
to make the final product.  Dennis started his demo 
by dashing off a small cup so that we could see just 
how quick and apparently simple it was to produce 
a form.  I suspect the ease with which he worked 
the material was significantly more difficult than it 
looked.  He then explained each step in the process, 
in detail.

He used a form or mandrel made from cross lami-
nated hard (eastern) maple to provide resistance 
to the forces of the forming, yet, is easy enough to 
turn on a lathe (industrial applications usually use 
metal forms).  The form is best mounted right on the 
arbour thread rather than in a chuck since the form 
needs to be consistent every time it is mounted on 
the lathe.  The metal blank was centered against the 
mandrel and supported by a plug the diameter of 
the base mounted on the live center, once trued up 
on center, forming could proceed.  Prior to actually 
forming the metal, Dennis lubricated the surface with 
a 2:1 mixture of bees wax (toilet ring in this case) 
and chain saw bar lubricant.  The objective is to 
keep the surface lubricated so that there is no metal 
to metal contact throughout the process.  He then 
levered the tool in steps against the pin in the tool 
rest to stretch the metal in a forward motion close 
to the mandrel, then forced the metal hard against 
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the mandrel on a reverse sweep toward center.  
Once the forming was complete, he cut the remain-
ing flange to size and rolled a bead to complete the 
edge.

Having completed the brief demonstration and 
explanation of the process, he went on to show 
the various ways in which spun metal elements 
could be incorporated in woodturning projects.  He 
also described the various material used for spin-
ning.  The primary characteristic is malleability and 
lacks the tendency to work harden.  Not surprising, 
since there is a tremendous amount of bending 
and stretching of the material in the process.  We 

were provided with handouts with both process and 
resource information.

Dennis remains a very modest yet skilled crafts-
man, obviously not afraid to tackle something new.  
Several times, he commented that his objective in 
demonstrating metal spinning is to encourage wood-
turners to try their skills on this alternative medium.  
Certainly, the skills and conceptual abilities of wood 
turners make us well prepared to take on this not-so-
different skill.

Thanks! goes to Peter McLaren & Marco Berera 
for those great photos.

Metal Spinning Resource Guide 
Dennis Shinn

Note: I am not a metallurgist. The following com-
ments and suggestions are merely observations 
from my own limited experience in the craft of metal 
spinning. 

The following list of material and information 
sources is far from all-inclusive but will get you 
started. 
Materials

Most any material/metal that is soft enough to 
bend and stay bent can be spun. Pewter is perhaps 
the easiest followed by aluminum, copper, and brass 
in that order. Mild steel, stainless steel and other 
ferrous metals are difficult and best worked with 
special tools. While it may seem intuitive that the 
thinner the material, the easier it would be to spin, 
this is not the case. All spinning introduces some 
stretching and thinning of the metal thus the mini-
mum thickness recommended for starting out (with 
the materials listed below) would be 0.030 or “thirty 
thou” or “mill. 
Pewter 

Pewter does not work harden, period. That’s what 
makes it such a pleasure to work. It is, however, ex-
tremely expensive. Most modern pewter consists of 
tin, copper and antimony. Rarely does it contain lead 
as in the past but be safe and verify that your pewter 
is lead free. Until the novice gains experience and 
confidence it’s best to use more economical materi-
als during the learning process. Sources include: 
Oster Pewter www.osterpewter.com (no online pricing) 
Roto Metals www.rotometals.com (.025” x 12” x 24” $75 US) 
Aluminum 

Undeniably the best choice for ease of working 
and price. There are many alloys of aluminum avail-

able but for our purposes 1100-0 works the best. 
The drawback is it’s lack of weight and ‘perception 
of quality’ when used alone. Pure 1100 aluminum is 
not food safe. 

It does not work harden easily and can be buffed 
and polished to a very bright finish but does oxidize 
over time so requires occasional polishing to keep it 
looking bright. 

Precut aluminum circles are available from Terry 
Tynan’s Metal Spinning Workshop.  
http://metalspinningworkshop.com   
Copper 

Copper is very satisfying to spin but will work 
harden over a short period of time. It can be easily 
annealed, or re-softened allowing more work on the 
part but take care not to over anneal or over stretch 
the material. Heat copper to a dull cherry red and 
either quench or let air cool. Do not over heat or 
you’ll open pores in the material that are difficult to 
buff out.

Copper is most often sold by weight such as 16 
or 24 oz, meaning the weight of a square foot. 24 oz 
copper is approximately 0.030”. Copper prices have 
skyrocketed recently and there are few sources for 
pre-cut copper spinning circles. You can carefully 
cut circles from sheet copper with tin snips then true 
them up on the lathe before spinning your part. 

There are some reports that prolonged contact 
with acidic food can cause leaching of the copper 
and result in toxicity. Copper is best used for outdoor 
decorative items. Copper sheet is available from 

   Alaska Copper & Brass, Seattle, in precut sizes.
      www.alascop.com 

                                                                                        www.onlinemetals.com 
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Brass 
Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. There are 

many alloys available but the most common for 
spinning is cartridge or red brass. I find that brass 
work hardens more quickly than copper so for 
complex pieces, more annealing is required. Anneal 
brass similar to copper. It may take more anneals 
than copper to get to your final shape. 

Due to the copper content of brass the precau-
tions relating to leaching of copper with prolonged 
contact to acidic foods applies. 
Nickel Silver 

For a more ‘silver’ look, nickel silver is an eco-
nomical alternative to pewter. Also known as Ger-
man silver or white brass, it’s composed of copper, 
nickel and often zinc. The addition of nickel makes 
it considerably harder than copper and even regular 
brass. It also work hardens quicker than brass so 
more annealing at higher temperatures and for a bit 
longer are required. Keep the part well lubed and 
annealed to prevent galling. Harder (tool steel) tools 
may prove better suited for working nickel silver 
Instructional material 

Again, this is not an exhaustive list of information 
resources, just a bit to whet your appetite. 

Terry Tynan offers three double disc sets of excel-
lent DVD’s covering everything from tool making to 
advance tooling, annealing and finishing. 

The Art of Metal Spinning by Paul Wiley (available 
from Amazon.com) offers some unique examples of 
hand-spun parts. The illustrations serve more of an 
inspiration than the reflexive commentary of the text 
on the history of his family’s spinning business. 

Metal Spinning: http://hy-techspinning.com/
spinning.html an online description of the history, 
process and general information regarding metal 
spinning. 
Tools 

Using your grinder, belt sander, buffing wheel and 
lots and lots of ‘elbow grease’ you can make most 
of the basic spinning tools yourself. For the non-fer-
rous materials discussed above, ordinary mild steel 

is quite suitable with the possible exception of nickel 
silver, as mentioned. In any event, never use a tool 
of the same material as the metal being spun. The 
tool must be either harder or softer than the work 
piece. In fact, a stout 1” diameter hardwood dowel 
appropriately shaped can be used to spin softer 
metals like 1100-0 aluminum and pewter. 

In the absence of the above equipment, Penn 
State Industries (www.pennstateind.com) is now of-
fering individual tools, the combination tool, trimmer, 
and beading wheel, along with material blanks and 
spinning lube in addition to complete starter kits that 
contain all the tools. Even if you have the tools and 
equipment to make your own, their prices are very 
attractive considering the time involved. It takes me 
close to four hours non-stop to grind and polish a 
combination-spinning tool, which does not include 
turning the handle. 
Spinning Lube 

Mix one heated and melted toilet bowl wax sealing 
ring with an equal amount of chainsaw bar oil. This 
mixture seems to provide good ‘tackiness’ stay-
ing on the part and good lubrication for most of the 
materials you’ll initially be working with. 
Spinning forms or mandrels 

For the kind of short run productions that we do as 
hobbyists, well seasoned eastern hardrock maple is 
one of the best choices. Laminate thickness of well 
jointed and planed pieces of 3/4” or so thickness to 
obtain a desired thickness for the form you wish to 
create. Against most woodworking wisdom, alter-
nate the grain direction with each lamination. This 
will result in a stronger mandrel against which to 
leverage the spun part. What little wood movement 
that occurs in this size piece has yet to ruin any of 
my mandrels. 

Two suggestions:  Make your mandrels thicker 
than you anticipate needing and drill & tap them all 
the way through. Making them extra thick allows re-
turning once you get bored with the particular shape 
it was intended for and being able to thread it on 
from either side makes use of both sides for differ-
ent profiles.  
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Thank you, Vancouver Guild Members from Dennis Shinn

I'd like to express my thanks to the GVWG for giving me the opportunity to share what limited knowledge 
I've acquired in the craft of hand metal spinning.  I was remiss not to have thanked the group in person so I   
hope to include this in your newsletter. You are a great group and I enjoyed meeting everyone. 

A vast amount of information is available with today’s web connectivity so my hope is that having seen it 
done in person will spark enough interest in your membership to persuade others to explore it further. In the 
event that anyone has questions that were unanswered, please feel free to share my email address with the 
group. Admittedly, I’m but a novice at it myself but if I don’t have the answer I may be able to find a source 
to provide one.
Dennis Shinn              woodturner@anatechsys.com
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Avelino Samuel September 17

Photos by Robert Carlson
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President’s Challenge
 “Step Out Of The Box” or “What I Did For My Summer Vacation”

Jay Mapson      Trio of Boxes - 10 x 6 cm 
Maple        Transtint & Lacquer

Keith Hudson       9.5 x 15.5 in 
 Birch         Walnut Oil

Jay Mapson      Lidded Bowl with Finial 
13 x 15 cm      Maple and Indian Rosewood 

Transtint Dyes & Lacquer

Turning 101

Beverley Pears   
Straight Sided Vase
4.5 x 6.25 in 
Maple, Carnauba Wax

Beverley Pears    Weed Pot -Vase 
3 x 5.75 in      Maple 
Acrylics & Lacquer

Ed Pretty        3 Multi-Center Vessels 
2 x 5 x 5 in    2 x 6 x 6 in    2 x 8 x 8 in

Maple Burl      Tung Oil
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Anne Rostvig       Zero ie Nothing 
    No Finish

Colin Delory         Cube Ornament 
Square 3.25 in      Maple, Lacquer

Beverley Pears            YoYo 
        2.5 x 1.5 in               Spruce

               Acrylic Paints, Wax

Allan Cusworth      Jewelry Box with Lid 
2.75 x 2.5 in        Maple Burl 

  Aniline Dye & Shellawax Cream

Maarten Meerman   Display Vase
         8 x 6 in       Polyurethane Foam

                 Automotive Spray

Maarten Meerman        Laminated Pendant 
     3 x .25 in     Various Woods, Turners Polish

President’s Challenge
 “Step Out Of The Box” or “What I Did For My Summer Vacation”
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Art Liestman    Puzzle Bag of 
Sand     2.5 x 3.5 in 

Maple Burl   Wipe on Poly
David Sweet - Lidded Box 
3 x 6.5 in      Tiger Maple & 

Stone    Tung Oil, Poly Blend

David Sweet     Small Change    3 x 2 in 
Thermally Modified Wood     Tung Oil, Poly Blend

Beverley Pears     Block and Gavel
 Block 3.5 x 2 in     Gavel 4 x 2 x 13 in 

Birch & Holly     Carnauba Wax

Instant Gallery

Beverley Pears     Spinning 
Top - 3 x 4 in     Spruce

Felt Pens & Lacquer

Jay Mapson    Hollow Vessel     10 cm 
Box Elder Burl 

Prisma Markers & Lacquer

Colin Delory      Therming Jig

Jay Mapson     Salt Shaker &
 Pepper Mill      8 x 17 cm 

Figured Maple 
Prisma Markers & Lacquer
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Keith Hudson       10 x 4.5 in 
African Mahogany & Oak      Crystal Coat

Jim Johnson     Hollow Form     6 x 6 in 
Cherry     Acrylic     Satin Wipe On Poly

George Russell     Fluted Vase 
3 x 6 in   Cherry     Wipe On Poly

Instant Gallery

Jim Johnson       Hollow Form 
5 x 6 in   Maple     Gloss WOP

Keith Hudson     4 x 11 in 
Spalted Horse Chestnut     Mineral Oil

Ed Pretty    Hollow Form    4 x 5 in 
Manitoba Maple      Wipe On Poly

Phil Vetra    Vase    8 x 11 in    Cherry

Maarten Meerman     Scarf Ring & Pin 
3 x .25 in       Rosewood 

Turner’s Polish
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                  Maarten Meerman
               Pendants    3 x .25 in 
Olive, Bloodwood, Yellowheart, Shellac

Phil Vetra       Bowl      8 x 6 in     MaplePeter McLaren  Darwin Footed Bowl   6 x 3.5 in 
Bleached Holly   Clapham's Bowl Finish

Peter McLaren
 Exposed Dangerous Angles

 12 in    Holly   Tung OilMaarten Meerman     Wood Sample 
Pins .125 x 4 in    All kids of wood 

Maple Cup    Turners Polish

Peter McLaren    Joined    13 x 7 x 3.5 in 
Holly    Clapham’s Bowl Finish

Instant Gallery

Peter McLaren   Green Piece   Holly
 Clapham’s Sanding & Bowl Finish
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GVWG Officers,  
Appointees & Volunteers

President
Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604.468.0605

Vice President
eD Pretty 604.888.5967

secretary
ClauDia HaywarD 604.462.7597

treasurer
FreD BalDwin 604.812.4972

MeMbers at Large
Jim JoHnson 604.937.3275
Peter mClaren 604.533.1939
miCHelle GenDron 604.789.1873
tom Byrom 604.929.1766
Bill Fowle 604.466.2150
Kees HoF 604.420.7795
Joel elDer 604.460.0992

Library acquisitions adVisor
Don HosKins 604.939.6808

educationaL coordinators
steve Kent 604.937.0145
Peter mClaren 604.533.1939
merv GraHam 604.272.3525

Librarian
Gerry viCKers 604.463.0760

Food chieF
lanCe rossinGton 604.462.9985

FoF coordinator
murray maCKinnon 604.986.5746

turning 101
Gerry viCKers 604.463.0760

newsLetter
Beverley Pears (eDitor) 604.514.3828 
miCHelle GenDron (PuBlisHer) 604.789.1873

digitaL PhotograPhy
GeorGette mClaren 604.533.1939
Bill Fowle 604.466.2150

webMaster
steve Hansen 604.585.0638

Classifieds
For Sale: Converted fridge for drying wood.  

Two lights, using different combinations of watt=
ages makes it possible to control heat very closely.  
Wire shelves with divider between freezer and 
fridge portion, making it one unit.  Fan installed 
to circulate air.  Holes cut in top and bottom with 
“mouse guard” screens for circulation.  Works just 
fine but not large enough anymore. Asking $85 
or make me an offer.  Call Ed: 604-888-5967 or 
email: efpretty@shaw.ca.

For Sale: The following  is a PACKAGE DEAL 
looking a good home, either an experienced 
turner or someone who wants to learn to turn, 
perhaps both.  It is a serious investment in quality 
equipment.

The Lathe is a Vicmark VL300 Long Bed 24” 
Swing Numerous chucks, Oneway Strong Hold 
and Axminster and jaw sets, A full Vacuum Chuck 
System c/w pump, 2 Coring tools, a McNaugh-
ton and a Nova , an 8” Slow speed grinder c/w 
one way sharpening jigs and balanced wheels, 
Hollowing hooker with arm brace, face plates, 
accessories a wood buffing system with goblet 
buffs and wheels and a whole rack of good quality 
turning chisels plus numerous DVD lessons on 
turning and a host of other items and accessories.  
Package price FOB Blind Bay $9500.00

Photos available
 Bill Suckling

Home:   250-675-4338
Cell:      250-517-8100
email:    wasinc@telus.net


